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Important points
• Low frequency harmonic noise consisting of the first three harmonics of the propeller’s Blade Passage
Frequency (BPF).
• Active Noise Control (ANC):

A) Filtered-x Least Mean Square algorithm.
B) Adaptive notch filter.
• Increase of the quiet zone created around the passengers’ ears using an extrapolation-based virtual sensing
technique and a mixed-error design.

• The parametric frequency estimation method ESPRIT is proposed to track the frequency changes of the
reference signals.
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Multichannel narrowband ANC

Figure 1- Single reference/ Multiple Input/ Multiple Output ANC subsystem for the attenuation of a
single sinusoid. Three such subsystems are included in the total system.
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Relocation of quiet zone
𝑒𝑝2 𝑛 − 𝑒𝑝1 𝑛
𝑒𝑣 𝑛 =
𝑥 + 𝑒𝑝2 𝑛
𝑎

Figure 2- Estimation of the acoustic pressure at virtual location through a linear extrapolation technique.
We consider that the acoustic path between the physical and the virtual sensors is a pure delay with impulse response
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ESPRIT algorithm
• Track BPF changes.
• ESPRIT has been used to estimate the frequencies produced by the aircraft’s propeller that are embedded in
the noisy signal.

• (ESPRIT) is a technique to determine parameters of a mixture of sinusoids in a background noise. Rotational
invariant techniques are utilized. This technique was first proposed for frequency estimation.
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Experimental setup

Figure 3-Front view and top view of the proposed ANC system configuration.
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Experimental setup - 1

Figure 4- (a) the hardware configuration of the ANC system and the grid used to measure the size of the
quiet zone (b) and the wooden cabin mockup.
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SPL difference - simple sinusoid
Space of quiet zone:
𝑉 = 0.4𝑥0.3𝑥0.3 𝑚3 (𝑊𝑥𝐿𝑥𝐻)

Figure 5- Total SPL difference before and after the ANC activation at different horizontal contours (a) A plane,
(b) B plane, (c) C plane, (d) and D plane. The ‘o’ indicates the basic location of the ears.
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SPL difference - simple sinusoid

Figure 6- Spectrums of monitoring signals close to the (a) left and (b) right ear of an 175 cm person (B plane)
while the ANC system using the proposed methodology is off (red dot line) and on (black line).
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SPL difference – beat signal (2 sinusoids)
Space of quiet zone:
𝑉 = 0.4𝑥0.3𝑥0.3 𝑚3 (𝑊𝑥𝐿𝑥𝐻)

Figure 7- Total SPL difference before and after the ANC activation at different horizontal contours in the case of
beat signal (a) A plane, (b) B plane, (c) C plane, (d) and D plane. The ‘o’ indicates the basic location of the ears.
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SPL difference – beat signal (2 sinusoids)

Figure 8- Spectrums of monitoring signals close to the (a) left and (b) right ear of an 175 cm person (B plane) while
the ANC system using the proposed methodology is off (red dot line) and on (black line).
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Conclusions
• This manuscript introduces a simple multichannel ANC scheme for the attenuation of narrowband noise
produced by the propellers of a small aircraft. The system consists of three parallel adaptive notch filters
and is able to control three frequencies.
• A linear extrapolation technique is used in order to relocate the quiet zone far from the error
microphones
• ESPRIT method has been chosen as a frequency estimator for the reference signal.
• The ANC system was experimentally tested for one tone signal and a beat signal as primary sound
disturbance. The results show a significant attenuation of narrowband noise in a large area and the
creation of a quiet zone that allows big freedom of movement for the passenger’s head.
• In addition ESPRIT algorithm estimates in a satisfactory way the frequencies of the reference signal and
doesn’t create any problems in the convergence of ANC algorithm.
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